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Huang Xiaoshuai and his wife last year splashed out $70,000
for a large painting of fish by Oscar-winning actor Adrien
Brody-part of a growing clique of young, affluent Chinese

art enthusiasts building their own high-end collections. 
The picture now hangs in their Shanghai home and the cou-

ple, along with other mainland collectors, have flown in to attend
VIP events at this week's Art Basel in Hong Kong where they are
hoping to indulge their taste for contemporary Asian and
European art.  Each year Huang and Wei Mengyuan set aside $1.5
million to spend on art-half from Huang's salary and the rest from
family funds. Huang, an investment banker, says he and his wife
first got into collecting when they were deciding how to decorate
their new home. "We have friends who deal art. They gave me
some advice (on how) to buy some paintings or sculptures to put
in our house," says Huang. A hobby turned into a passion-now
the couple says they buy art not only as decoration but also as an
investment.

Wei says that, unlike jewelry or real estate, art allows her to
form an emotional connection and both say they like to meet the
artists who create the works they buy. This year at Art Basel, the
couple will be looking out for pieces by Sweden-based sculptor
Klara Kristalova and Chinese artist Sun Xun. "I want to see (the art-
works) in person, otherwise I can't get the feeling," Huang said,
adding that he hoped friends and family would enjoy viewing his
latest purchases when they visit his home. "It's not to sell but to
share," he said.

Stylish collections 
China is the third-largest art-buying market in the world and

leads the auction sales segment, according to a new report by Art
Basel and UBS. Although sales have been dampened by an eco-
nomic slowdown there have been some stellar purchases in
recent years.  Taxi-driver-turned-tycoon Liu Yiqian has made the
biggest headlines, buying a tiny Ming Dynasty "Chicken Cup" for
$36 million at Sotheby's in 2014 before drinking tea from it.

Liu, who founded the Long Museum in Shanghai, then
branched out into Western art, bagging a Modigliani for $170.4
million at a Christie's New York auction in 2015. But gallerists and
art dealers say the growing band of well-travelled, wealthy young
buyers are also now making their mark, albeit with lower budgets
and sometimes using their parents' money. 

With a critical eye and in-depth knowledge, they are departing
from the more traditional tastes of established Chinese collectors
and are building collections in their own edgier style. Hong Kong-
based gallerist Pascal de Sarthe says their passion and know-how
has created a "much broader market" which has impacted deal-
ers. "Now we have more requests about Western art than we used
to," thanks to young Chinese collectors, he said.

Adventurous taste 
Another Hong Kong gallerist, Pearl Lam, said the market in

China was generally becoming more adventurous.  "Chinese col-
lectors, as well as artists, are becoming more exposed to art from
different parts of the world and are becoming more accepting of
works from emerging countries or by emerging artists," she told
AFP. Some contemporary artists in China are themselves also
turning to collecting. Beijing-based artist and poet Wang Ai, 46,
says he gathers works to document the times. He and a friend are
currently building an exhibition space in the eastern Chinese
province of Zhejiang so that they can share their collection with
the public. The pair focus on works by Chinese contemporary
artists and Wang says they prioritise the intellectual merit of the
art when purchasing, while also considering their market value.
They have spent from $3,000 to more than $70,000 on individual
pieces. "Collecting... has to do with my understanding of my own
culture," Wang said. "Contemporary art is a part of history-you
can't buy history, but you can form a relationship with it." — AFP

After success, Milky
Chance shapes an
organic electronica

Barely out of school, two German friends calling them-
selves Milky Chance uploaded online a dance track from
their makeshift home studio, with a folksy guitar driving

an infectious electronic beat. To the duo's surprise, "Stolen
Dance" became a viral hit in 2014, topping singles charts in sev-
eral countries including France and Ireland and setting the
stage for years of well-received live shows.

For its second album, "Blossom," the group could have
worked with an enviable range of studios and producers. But
Milky Chance decided to record again in its modest-sized
hometown of Kassel-and the sound is even more restrained
than before. "What was important was to make it intimate and
to get back to just us and the music and nothing else," said
singer and guitarist Clemens Rehbein, mellow in contrast to his
forceful, scratchy singing voice. Despite the band's success
among fans of electronic dance music, or EDM, Rehbein said
that the group's heart was elsewhere. "We like this idea of this
woody, sandy sound. We are not EDM people. We like house
music that actually sounds organic," Rehbein told AFP before
an album release show last week in New York.

Sound effects from nature 
Creating that "organic" approach to dance music is a major

priority for bandmate Philipp Dausch, who plays the percussion
and the software. "Of course you can buy a sample pack from
Native and use the snap," Dausch said, referring to a leading DJ
software manufacturer. "But you can also just snap, record it
and use it," he continued, snapping his own fingers. "It's an
organic idea of producing. Just do it yourself."

For "Ego," one of the danciest tracks on the new album,
Dausch taped Rehbein walking on stones-turning the sound
into a repetition that is familiar to listeners of electronica, but
whose novelty and imperfection begs a double-take. Another
track, "Clouds," samples the crackling from opening a can of
Coca-Cola.  Paradoxically, Dausch suggested that the band's
debut album, "Sadnecessary," was more electronic because
that was simpler for novice artists. "The first (album) was quite
limited because at that time an interface computer and a guitar
were all we had and all we knew," he said. Milky Chance also
goes in an entirely different direction on the album with a
piano ballad-simply called "Piano Song." Giving a fuller live
sound, the group has added a third member, the guitarist and
harmonica player Antonio Greger, also from Kassel.

Shying from spotlight 
Milky Chance remains comparatively anonymous consider-

ing the heavy airplay of the band's songs. The group's relation-
ship to fame seemed to be summed up with the video for
"Stolen Dance," seen more than 300 million times on YouTube,
in which Rehbein simply sits and sings to his guitar as varied
landscapes from the world drift by.

A few hours before the sold-out concert at Greenwich
Village club (Le) Poisson Rouge, a famished Rehbein walked the
streets undetected to fetch a slice of pepperoni pizza, as two
nearby bars coincidentally were playing Milky Chance. Both
Rehbein and Dausch are now 24 and acknowledged that
"Blossom" was partially a metaphor. The album's title track
speaks of maturing and seeking trust with the world.—AFP

Musicians Philipp Dausch and Clemens Rehbein of
Milky Chance pose backstage at Le Poisson Rouge on
March 17, 2017 in New York. — AFP 

Chinese mainland visitors look at 'Untitled (Smile-ism No.2)
by Chinese artist Yue Minjin.

Xiaoshuai and his wife stand in front of their newly acquired
painting 'Appearance of Crosses 2016-12' by Chinese artist
Ding Yi.

Young Chinese set shop 
at Hong Kong's Art Basel

†In this picture taken on March 22, 2017, Chinese investment banker Huang Xiaoshuai, 26, and his wife Wei Mengyuan chat in
front of their newly acquired painting 'Fire' by Chinese artist Zeng Fangzhi, during an interview with AFP at Art†Basel†in Hong
Kong. — AFP photos


